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HANDOUTS



Shift your ____ to money & your 
____ forever

Both value and money are a ____ 
& not ____

People ____ money for ____



12 Most Common 	

Myths Of Money

1) It takes ____ to make ____	

2) You have to ____ ____ for money	

3) People ____ like to ____	

4) There is ____ world called ____	

5) It’s ____ to make a ____ of money	

6) You ____ your money	

7) Money doesn’t have ____	

8) You don’t ____ money	

9) ____ ____ help should not be ____ for	

10)You are not ____ ____ to make a lot of money	

11) ____ is involved	

12) Money is about ____



Belief #1) You can generate from nothing

____ are lovely	

!

Future ____ deliver upfront cash	

!

People buy ____



Belief #2) Leveraged time is the key

Think of money as ____ not as 1:1

____ Loops

1) Leverage ____ - referrals, resources & partners	

2) Leverage ____ - 1:1 or groups?	

3) Leverage ____ ____ - Small to large price points	

4) Leverage ____ - speed, delegation, technology & focus



Belief #3) People love to buy

Spending money is not logical because money is made up

Money is to buy an experience - so create a great one

____ - people will spend based upon their highest ____	

!
____ - there is always ____ to money.  
($8-10 ____ changes ____ every day.)	

!
People don’t want to ____ ____



Belief #4) There are two worlds of money

____ World

____ World

____ World ____ World

Safety Net



Belief #5) It’s easier to make a lot of money then a little

The bottom is usually ____ ____ - the top is less crowded	

!
It’s more ____ to close a ____ deal (& after maintenance)	

!
When people ____ a lot they ____ a lot of attention	

!
The human fallacy of ____ tied to ____ 



Belief #6) Money doesn’t exist/it’s not yours

You think you ____ your money?	

!
The design of money is to ____ it	

!
It’s mostly ____ and is only a ____	

!
You didn’t ____ into the ____ with it & you ____ go ___ with it



Belief #7) The way you treat your 	

money is the way it will treat you



Having a much bigger 
relationship to Money

What seems like a “lot” of money 
to you is ____

To increase the ____ of the ____ you 
need to increase the ____ first



Having a much bigger 
relationship to Money

What is a lot of ____ to you?

Based upon our ____ 	

____ about money



Having a much bigger 
relationship to Money

2 Ways to change the ____

Change our ____ in 
relationship to money

Change the ____ we are in



Having a much bigger 
relationship to Money

Change our size challenge…

Take ____ of your ____  
(not the other way around)

See it as ____ then you



Having a much bigger 
relationship to Money

Change the conversation 
challenge…

Spend the week in bigger ____ 
____

Experience ____ not ____



Belief #8) People who need people are 
the luckiest people in the world

Being ____ is human, the person across from you ____ money too	

!
People love to satisfy ____, whether they are overt or covert	

!
Passion is more useful then ____



Belief #9) There is only one type of 
service - the service of the heart

Learn to ____ as much as you give	

!

You don’t get into ____ if you don’t get ____	

!

You can help more ____ with more ____



Belief #10) Follow a proven method

First part: ____ - ____ - ____	

!

Often it has to do with ____ more than smarts, ____ more then ____	

!

Get ____, be ____ & share your ____ with others (have vision)



Belief #11) Luck is involved, lucky for 
you, you can create more of it

Set ____	

!

Finding the ____ in the ____ takes action	

!

Money is a ____ of your ____ into the world among your peers



Belief #12) Money is about others

Money is a ____ of how much you  
solve other people’s ____



	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 2 Week Challenge:	

1) Post up these 12 beliefs - read them each day before 

you get going.	

!
2) Engage people in these conversation from these beliefs	

!
3) Close 1 deal at a higher price point then you are used 
to
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